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In the design of an elastic structure, a major consideration is 
the overall stability of the system under axial load or a ccxnbina-
tion of an axial load and bending moment. In first-order analysis 
the effects of axial forces on the stiffness fonnulation and their 
influence on defonnations of the members are usually neglected. If 
the axial forces are sufficiently large, a better indication of the 
distribution of the forces and moments in the structure is obtained 
by using a second-order analysis. 
In this type of analysis the moment equilibrium equations are 
based on the deformed shape of the structure. The secondary moments 
produced by axial forces acting through the deformed structure are 
considered in the computation of stiffness term. The secondary mo-
ments are called P-Delta effects. In this paper, by using a finite 
element computer program, the effects of axial loads on a plane 
frame structure are investigated. The method of analysis, based 
on the critical values of applied lateral forces on the elastic 
stability of the frame, will be ref erred to in this paper as a second 
order analysis. Example problems are included to serve to docu-
ment this analytical approach. 
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In general, the analysis of elastic structural systems are based 
on first order analysis. In this type of analysis, the distribution 
of forces and moments throughout the structure are developed by using 
tmdeformed geometry of the structure. Therefore, the effect of the 
axial forces on deformed structure are completely ignored. If the mag-
nitudes of the axial forces are sufficiently large, their influence 
on deformed members will produce additional moments which can be 
noticably large and will intend to decrease the overall strength of 
the structure. Thus, a better indication of the distribution of the 
forces and moments in the structure is obtained by using second order 
analysis. In the latter, the moment equilibrit.nn equations are based 
on the deformed shape of the structure and the secondary moments pro-
duced by axial forces acting through the deformed structure are consi-
dered in the computation of member stiffness term. 
Tcx:iay, the design of most multistory plane frame structures is 
based on the allowable stress technique. This type of analysis uses 
an elastic first-order procedure. The bending moments calculated by 
a first order approach are used directly in the design of the girders; 
the moments in the column are then calculated, employing the moment 
amplification equations. 2 For this type of design procedure a factor 
is used in the moment amplification equation to adjust for the absence 
2 
of secondary moments in the design. In the next section, we will 
show the allowable stress technique that is the first-order proce-
dure in more detail. Later an analysis of a plane frame with members 
subjected to lateral forces combined with bending moments will be 
made. The method of analysis is based on the critical values of 
applied lateral forces and their influence on the elastic stability 
of frame. 
It is clear that a compressive axial load reduces a member's 
overall effective bending resistance and thereby causes a greater 
deformation. Tensile forces, on the other hand, reduce deformations. 
In both cases, it is possible to determine the interrelationship 
among the loading parameters, the unit bending stiffness coefficient 
and the resulting deformations for a constant value of axial load. 
Then, assuming that buckling does not occur, one can define the stiff-
ness coefficient and flexibility including the effects of axial load. 1 
The derivations and application of the stability approach will be 
shown in Appendix I. 
The analysis is not straightforward due to the fact that the 
axial forces in the members are related to the joint displacements. 
Therefore, an analysis must be conducted in a cyclic fashion. In the 
first cycle of analysis, the stiffness matrix of a member is based 
on a first-order analysis. In the second cycle the lateral forces 
in the members resulting from the first cycle are used in determining 
the modified member stiffness matrix and also the modified fixed-end 
moments and shears; in this manner, new values are obtained for the 
lateral forces. 
3 
After each solution is completed, the .results are compared with 
the previous solution. If the difference is small, the cyclic pro-
cess is tenninated and the last solution is taken as being correct. 
The finite element program of frame analysis6 has been modified 
to accomplish the objective of second-order analysis. This program 
is written in fortran language and is listed under Appendix II. Exam-
ple problems are included to illustrate the accuracy of the results. 
These analyses were performed with a 64 bit (cyber 176 mainframe) 
comput er and are presented in a later chapter of this report. 
OW1I'ER II 
REVIEW OF aJRRENr DE.SIGN PRACTICE 
At the present time, most steel structures are designed using 
the allowable stress technique. In this technique, the structure 
is analyzed trrrler various loading combinations, using an elastic first 
order procedure. The bending moments are used directly in the design 
of the girder, while the manents and forces in the colunns are checked 
against the moment amplification equations to arrive at suitable 
colunn sections. In this design procedure, tenns in the interaction 
equation are adjusted to compensate for the neglect of secondary 
moment effects on individual moments. 2 Members subjected to both 
axial compression and bending stresses will be proportioned at all 
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computed bending stress at member end about x axis 
computed bending stress at member end about y axis 
bending stress permitted of bending moment about x axis 
existed 
bending stress permitted of bending moment about y axis 
existed 
14900/(KL/r )2, in which KL/r is the effective slender-x x 
ness ratio in plane of bending 
minimum yield stress of the type of steel being used 
In Equations (la) and (lb), the subscripts x and y combined with 
subscripts b, m and e indicate the axis of bending about which a par-
ticular stress or design property applies.2 
The expressions 
( 1 ) f 
1 - a F~ 
and 
in Equation (la) are called the amplification factors. It is 
intended through their existence to accotmt for secondary moments 
produced by the lateral load, acting on the deformed member. Depend-
ing on the shape of the applied moment diagram (the critical location 
and magnitude of the induced eccentricity), the amplification factor 
may overestimate the extent of the secondary moment. To all<?W for 
this, the amplification factor is modified, as required, by a mo-
ment factor Cm. When bending occurs about the x and y axis, the 
bending stress calculated about each of these axes is adjusted by 
# 
the value of C and F corresponding to the distribution and the 
m e 
6 
slenderness ratio in its plane of bending. The bending stress is 
then taken as a fraction of that permitted for bending about that 
axis, with due regard to the tmbraced length of compression flange 
W:ten this is a factor. 
When the computed axial stress is no greater than 15 percent of 
the allowable axial stress, the influence of 
is generally small and may be neglected, and Equation (la) could re-
duce to: 
fa + fbx + fby < 
F Fb Fb 1.0 
a x y 
(2) 
However, its use in Equation (la) is not intended to permit a value 
of fb greater than Fb when the value of Cm and f 8 are both small. 2 
Depending upon the tmbraced length of a member in the plane of bend-
ing, the combined stress computed at one or both ends of this length 
may exceed the combined stress at all intermediate points where later-
al displacement is created by the applied moments. 
'Ille limiting value of the combined stress ratios in this case 
is pointed out in Equation (lb). 
Cm in Equation (la) will increase if the primary bending moment 
is not tmif orm over the member length. The strength of the colunm 
will also be increased, and because C is directly related to the 
m 
7 
strength of the column, it will also increase. So the equivalent 
moment factor C would be: 2 
m 
C = 0.60 - 0.40 Ml wi.th C > 0.40 
m - m-M2 
M 
'Where 1 is the ratio of smaller to larger moments at the ends of 
R2 
that portion of the member unbraced in the plane of bending under 
.d . 2 cons1erat1on. 
The ratio of Ml is positive when the member is bent in a reversed 
M2 
curvature, and it has a negative magnitude when bent in a single cur-
vature. The value of C can differ for the following conditions: 2 
m 
1. For compression members in frames subject to joint translation 
(sideway). c = 0.85. 
m 
2. For compression members in frames braced against joint transla-
tion in the plane of loading and subjected to transverse loading 
between their supports, the value of C may be determined by a 
m 
rational analysis. However, instead of such an analysis, the 
following values may be used: 
a) For members with both ends restrained, C = 0.85 
m 
b) For members with both ends not restrained, C = 1.0 
m 
Furthermore, considerable attention has also been given to another 
technique called the effective column length factor. It is believed 
in using the effective colunn length factor, K, that an adequate 
allowance is made for the secondary moment. 'Ille value of K is 
8 
obtained by constructing a straight line between GA and Ga from the 
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Figure 1. Alignment chart for effective length of 
column in continuous frames. (Ref. 2) 
GA and ~ are determined f rati G = 
9 
The subscripts A and B represent the two ends of the colllllll section 
and l_ indicates a sunmation of all members rigidly connected to that 
join. Ic and Lc are the moment of inertia and unbraced length of 
the column selection and I and L the corresponding unbraced length g g . 
or other restraining member respectively. Although the present K-
factor approach is not always satisfactory for columns, neither from 
a safety or econanic point of view, its concept can be easily demon-
strated by considering the three frames.shown in F~gure 2. 
Br--------
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Column AB, which can resist overturning moments and lateral loads 
(as well as instability effects), has the same cross section in the 
three frames shown. Since K, as obtained from the alignment chart, 
is the same in all three cases, it is clear that if the design ob-
tained is adequate for frame (a), it must then be tmder designed 
for frame (c) in which the secondary moment effect is more signifi-
cant. Or if it is adequate for frame (c), it must be over designed 
for frame (a), in which the instability effect is smaller. Ideally, 
there should be three different designs for the three frames of 
Fi gure 2, each reflecting the degree of severity of the secondary 
effect that exists. 3 
Although the K factor provides a means of accotmting for the 
secondary effect in a colurrm, it cannot ensure overall frame stabi-
lity since it cannot control the instability effect in the compressive 
beam coltmm. The beam in frame (a), for example, should not only be 
dimensioned based on a bending moment to lateral load P , but also 
a 
it should consider the effect of the vertical force on sway defonna-
tion. In general, because no provision similar to the K factor has 
been made for the beams, these members will be under designed and 
may well lead to overall frame distress. An essential step for an 
improved design, therefore, must be the direct consideration of the 
secondary overturning moment in the beams.3 
rnAPrER III 
MEIHOD OF ANALYSIS 
The finite element technique has been fotmd to be a very powerful 
tool for solving structural problems. The concept of the finite 
element method consists of subdividing the structure into many sub-
regions which are ref erred to as elements. The intersections of the 
sides of the elements are called nodes or grids. The nodes are used 
to specify the geometry of individual elements. There is no fixed 
rule that can be used to determine the number of nodes and elements 
needed in a finite element mesh. In general, the finer the mesh, the 
better will be the numerical solution that is obtained. As more 
computer time is needed as the number of nodes and elements increase, 
the process eventually leads to excessive costs. Therefore, at the 
start of an analysis, it is up to engineering judgement and previous 
experience to find the coarsest possible mesh, which will achieve a 
nlDTlerical solution within the desired precision. 
Once a finite element mesh is selected, nodes and elements are 
numbered for reference purposes in the remaining steps. The nodal 
points of the element provide mathematical expression for defining 
the shape as an unknown quantity over the domain of the element. A 
set of mathematical functions such as polynominals or trigonometric 
series can be used for this purpose in the finite element formulation. 4 
11 
12 
If U is denoted as the unknown quantity for element , then the 
polyncxninal series can be written as: 
(3) 
where u1, u2, •••• ,Un are the tmknown values at the nodal points and 
~1 , ~2 , •••• , ~n are the interpolation functions. 
For example, in the case of displacement, these interpolation 
functions represent the deformed shape of an element under given load-
ing conditions. Also, u1, u2, •••• ,Un are the tmknown values of 
displacements at each node, that are also called degrees of freed.an. 
The interpolation ftmctions must also satisfy the compatibility 
requirements for displacements along the boundaries with adjacent 
elements. There are many different types of approximate methods. 
The two most important methods for engineering applications are the 
Rayleigh-Ritz and Galerkin method. The concept of min:irmln potential 
energy of Rayleigh-Ritz applied for computing the stiffness matrix is 
used in the Finite Element Program. The potential energy is obtained 
as the surmation of the internal strain energy minus the potential 
of the external loads.4 The equilibriun relation for elements con-
sists of the stiffness matrix [Si]' the displacement vector tuJ, 
and the nodal force vector (Fi/ • These relations are defined as a 
set of simultaneous linear equations, which evolve from a process of 
minimizing the potential energy in accordance with the associated 
conditions. 
Potential Energy (P.E.) ~ Strain Energy (S.E.) - Work 
13 
After various steps of derivation are completed, the potential energy 
in effect for element i can be written as: 
( ) 1 T[] · T · P.E. 
1
. • 2 {U.} S. {U.} - {U.} {F.} 1 1 1 1 1 
The potential energy (P.E.) is then minimized by taking its deriva-
tive with respect to the various displacements and setting these 
qualities to zero. 
a(P.E.). 
1 
-----o is 1, 2 •••• , m 
au 
or: a 1 T . · T · ] -.s--u [ "7f { U • } [ S . ] { U • } - { U • } { F
1
. } • 0 o." 1 1 1 1 . 1 
Thus: [S.] {U.} - {F.} • 0 1 1 1 
or: [S.] {U.} • {F.} 1 1 1 (4) 
For a simple one dimensional, two noded element i shown in Figure 3, 
the displacement and force vector can be written knowing that each 





~ I\ Li 
EI 
Figure 3 • Free 1:xxly diagram of element i. 
14 
The translational and rotational shape functions for the element shown 
in Figure 3 are: 
4> • [l _ J(x )2 + 2(x )3] 1 L. L. 
1 1 
[ x2 x3 4> c x - ~ + - ] 2 -i.. L2 1 . 
1 
and 
F . u . XJ XJ 
F .. u . YJ YJ 




And stiffness matrix can be obtained fran: 
where: E and I represent the modulus of elasticity and moment of 
inertia of element i respectively; 
4>j and 4>k represent the interpolation or shape functions 
at node j and k. By using the above equation, the stiff-
ness matrix can ·be easily derived and will lead to: 
15 
A 0 0 -A 0 0 
0 121 T 71 
61 T 
L' 2 0 
_ 121 T ?1 61 T -i: 2 
0 61 T 41 T3 0 
61 21 T4 -,: 2 - 1: T2 
E 
-A 0 0 A 0 0 (5) s - -i L 
0 121 T - gT 0 121 T 61 
- -:-! 1 · L 2 71 --,:T2 L 
0 61 T L 2 21 T4 0 -¥T2 41 t 3 
where T1 • T2 • T3 • T4 • 1, in ·a first-order analysis. 
The total potential energy of the entire structure is the sunmation 
of potential energy of each individual element. Thus, 
m m 1 T 
!: P.E. • l: ilr {U.} [S.] {U.} 
i 1 i•1 ~ 1 1 1 
m T 
l: {U.} {F.} 
i•l 1 1 
(6) 
where m is the total number of elements of the structure. 
A solution cannot be obtained until the geometric boundary 
conditions are taken into account. Boundary conditions are the 
physical constraints or supports that must exist so that the struc-
, 
ture can stand in space uniquely. 
After the l::xJundary conditions are introduced, the above set 
of equations are solved for the unknown displacements. Equation 
(5) shows the general stiffness matrix of a member. For the first 
cycle, the values of T 1, T 2, T 3 , and T 4 which are the coefficients 
16 
relating the effect of axial force on bending stiffness tenns, are 
one. And the axial stiffness is assuned to be unaffected by moments. 
To account for secondary moments, the stiffness matrix has been 
rrodified based on the critical values of applied lateral forces on 
each individual member. Therefore, by using certain stability func-
tions which are related to the equilibriun conditions of a defonned 
structure, the stiffness of each member can be modified to present 
its true strength. 
The analysis is conducted in a cyclic fashion. After the first 
cycle is completed, the lateral forces obtained from the first cycle 
are used to evaluate the T. coefficients of each member throughout 
l. 
the entire structure for the next cycle. 'Ihe cyclic process continues 
until two successive analyses yield approximately the same results.5 








a:>EFFICirnrs RELATING nm EFFECT OF AXIAL FORCE 
ON STIFFNESS (Ref. 5) 
CONDITION OF AXIAL FORCE 
Compression Zero Tension 
(KL)3 Sin KL/12 fc 1 (KL)3 Sinh KL/12 ft 
(KL)2 (1-Cos KL)/6 fc 1 (KL)2 (Cosh KL-1)/6 ft 
KL(Sin KL-KL Cos KL)/4 fc 1 KL(KL Cosh KL-Sinh KL)/4 f 
KL(KL-Sin KL)/2 fc 1 KL(Sinh KL-KL)/2 ft 
t 
17 
\Yhere: f c • 2 - 2 Cos KL-KL Sin KL 
ft • 2 - 2 Cosh KL + KL Sinh KL 
KL= n§. 
PE is the Euler Buckling load for a pin-ended colunn with no trans-
verse load and is evaluated: 
PE a: n2E:r 
. -:-2 
L 
If the axial force in any member equals the load where buckling occurs, 
a singular matrix occurs and results are not obtained. 
Since fixed-end action values are affected by the axial load, 
therefore fixed-end action as well as stiffness in members should be 
recomputed for each cycle. 5 Table 2 shows the value of coefficients 
for evaluating the fixed-end action for the concentrated load mem-
bers shown in Figure 4. 
a 






Figure 4. Free body diagram, beam with 























































































































































































































































































































































































In case of tmiform loaded member, similar terminology applied 
and the tmif orm member sub-divided into small segments and each seg-
ment was treated as a member with concentrated load at the center of 
each portion. 
The cyclic fashion of analysis described in this chapter may 
be used to evaluate the oockling load for a frame. The critical load 
on the member may be found by increasing the load in increments until 
the stiffness matrix becomes singular. This singularity is the basis 
for obtaining the magnitude of loading which causes elastic instabi-
lity in the fundamental buckling mode. 5 
OIAPI'ER IV 
PRcx;RAM IMPLEMENTATION 
'Ihis chapter will briefly discuss the program's operations 
and capabilities. 
The program is capable of solving two-dimensional frame prob-
lems with concentrated and uniform load conditions. The computations 
are conducted in a cyclic fashion. After each solution is completed, 
the axial force of each member is compared with the previous solu-
tion. If the absolute difference of the axial force between two 
successive cycles is less than .0001, the computation process is 
terminated and the last solution is taken as being the final result. 
The main program will initialize the program's parameters and 
then call on a set of six different subroutines. The sequence of 
operations is shown in Figure 5, where: 
NRMX == Row dimension for the stiffness matrix 
MCMX = Colurrm dimension for the stiffness matrix or maximum 
half band width allowed 
NDF - Number of degrees of freedom per node 
NNE = Number of node per element 
NDFEL = Total number of degrees of freedom for one element 
FORC( (I-1)~':'6+1) == Axial force in local coordinate system from 
previous cycle 
PF((l-1)~':6+1) = Axial force in local coordinate system 
20 
21 
Ft)IC((J·1)• .. 1)•0 
FP((l.1)• .. 1)•0 
,.._ ___ ... fP(U·1)•'41)e 
rolt((l-1 , ... ,, 
) 0.0001 
Figure 5. Flow chart diagram of main PXXX3:tam. 
22 
The fundamental scheme of the program, which leads to the prob-
lem' s solution, is as follows: 
1 - Structural identification 
2 - Computation of the element stiffness matrix 
3 - Assembling of total stiffness matrix 
4 - Applying boundary condition 
5 - Solution of the system of equations 
6 - Evaluation of the elemental forces 
The input data, consisting of five sets of data cards, is for-
matted in the subroutine INPUTT which is sequenced in the following 
manner: 
1 - Material properties of the structure 
2 - Nodal locations with respect to global coordinate system 
3 - Element properties and connectivity table 
4 - Description of the applied load 
5 - Botmdary or support conditions 
The total element stiffness matrix is evaluated in subroutine 
ASSEM and a brief flow chart of this subroutine is shown in Figure 6. 
This subroutine first calls the subroutine STIFF to compute the indi-
vidual element stiffness matrix, and then by calling subroutine ELASS 
it will assemble the total stiffness matrix. However, it should be 
pointed out that the stiffness values used in each cycle have been 
modified using subroutine PDELTA. Calculating adjusting coefficients, 
shown in Table 1, the PDELTA subroutine accounts for the stability 






Figure 6. Flow chart of subroutine ASSEM. 
24 
rot at i on ma tri x is computed and placed in Array ROT. Then the terms 
of the l ocal member stiffness matrix are computed according to Equa-
tion (5 ) and stored in Array ELST. Finally, this matrix is trans-
ferred to a global coordinate system. For this computation, subroutine 
ETAB3 is used. Notice that the global member stiffness matrix is also 
stored in Array EI..ST . 
Once all the element mat rices have been assembled into the glo-
bal stiffness matrix, we introduce the boundary conditions and store 
them in subroutine BOUND. 
The element nodal forces will be computed in subroutine FORCE. 
The computation of the member end forces is done within a loop from 
one to the total number of element s. These forces are stored in 
Array F and assembled into total member end forces in Array FORC. 
These member end forces ref er t o the local system, and then they are 
rotated to the global coordinated system, which are then stored in 
Array FG . Finally, these member contributions to the nodal result-
ants are added to the Array REAC. 
The uniformly loaded members are integrated into fifty sub-
elements and apply equivalent concentrated load at the center of 
each element and then, fixed end moments and shears for each element 
are calculated in subr outine FEM and stored in Array SUM and SUE, 
respectively . Af ter the fi r st cycle, their values are adjusted based 
on coefficients shown in Table 2. 
It should be pointed out that the solution will be the nodal 
displacement at the node points. Final solution is a combination 
25 
of solutions in each element lumped together at the corrmon oound-
aries. 
There are many methcxis of solving simultaneous equations, hit 
the method adopted in this program is by the GAUSS elimination me-
thod, taking advantage of syrrmetric banded matrices. This is shown 
in subroutine Sl.BSI. 
Finally, the subroutine OUTPI' prints the nodal displacements 
and forces in X and Y coordinates the moment about the Z axis in both 
local and global coordinate systems. 
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Example 1 
As an illustration of the application of second-order analysis, 
let us consider the case of the frame shown in Figure 7 which indi-










Figure 7. Frame geometry and loading condition. 
For all manbers: 
Cross sectional area • 3.174 in2 
Modulus of elasticity • 29000 Ksi 
Moment of inertia • 7.233 in4 
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CD & I/ If 
fll ,,, 
Figure 8. Finite element mesh used for 
frame shown in Figure 7. 
Figure 8 indicates the node and element nt.Dnbering used in the Finite 
Element Analysis. The results of first order and two cycles of a 
second order analysis are listed in Table 3. 
The input and output results of this example are shown tmder 
Appendix III as a sample model. 
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TABLE 3 
SECX>ND ORDER ANALYSIS OF FRAME 
SF.X:CND--ORDER 
Mcxnent 
Ml 357.91 438.42 437.67 
M2 -67.53 -11.68 -12.87 
M3 639.11 682.92 682.10 
M4 -347.58 -377 • .34 -375.85 
Ms 271.65 311.42 310.72 
The results of the 3rd cycle of second-order analysis are canpared 








ffiMPARISON OF SEffiND-ORDER ANALYSIS 
RESULTS WI'IH REFERENCE (8) 
Results of Results of 3rd Cycle 













'!he free lx>dy diagram for each member relating to the results 
of second order analysis is given in Figure 9. 
11
·
31 11.31 8.68 ~ 8.68 2·~t-~~ 2._..,.- -~.- 2.47 
ll.~ 12.19 681.98 681•98 375.so J8•68 




111.31 310.66G7 ..... -2.47 
TB.Gs 
Figure 9. Free body diagram of final second analysis. 
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Final moment diagrams with and without inclusion of axial 




.\ 37 .63 
357.91 
( - - - ) First Order 











' ~-' 310.66 
2 1.65 
Figure 10. Final moment diagram. 
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Example 2 
This problem is chosen from Reference (6) to compare the re-
sults for the frame shown in Figure 11,assuning that the effect of 





I - 250 in4 
E = 30000 Ksi 
200k 
6k 
Figure 11. Frame geometry and loading condition. 
The axial forces resulted frcxn each cycle are used to modify the 
fixed-end moments and shears as well as stiffnesses for the next 
cycle. 
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Figure 12 indicates the node and element nunbering used in 






Figure 12. Finite element mesh used for frame shown in Figure 11. 
The free body diagram for each member relating to the results of 
the second-order analysis is given in Figure 13. 
I 
22. l lk 25.88k 
8.53k_. ----------4-· 8.53k 
22.11kf 50.83k-ft 96.~k-ft t 25.88k 
8.53~1 ~8.53k 
9 20k-f t 
9.20k 35.47k-ft 
222.llk ~ I ~ ~ 3•46k s.53k.:.......T22s.ssk 





39.9Bk-ft ~~ 3046k 
222.11 225.88k 
Figure 13. Final second-order results. 
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'!he results of the second-order analysis using the finite ele-
ment computer program listed in Appendix II versus Referenee (6) are 









COMPARISON OF SECOND-ORDER ANALYSIS RESULTS 
FROM IBIS PAPER WI'lli REFERENCE (6) 
Results From Results From % Difference this Paper Ref. (6) 
K-ft K-f t 
39.98 40.02 0.100 
9.20 9.14 0.656 
50.83 50.86 0.059 
96.10 96.11 0.010 
35.47 35.44 0.084 
54.45 54.45 0.000 
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Figure 14 shows the final moment diagram with and without the 
effect of axial force. 
/ 9 .81 \ 
\ 
32.13 
(- - -) without axial 
load effect 







Figure 14. Final moment diagram. 
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Example 3 
An illustration of the effect of secondary manents on ·the frame 
is shown in Figure 15 with three different axial forces. 
Figure 15. Frame geometry and loading condition used 
in examples. 
For all members: 
Cross sectional area -= 30 inch2 
Modulus of elasticity = 29000 Ksi 
Moment of inertia s 2.25 in4 
Figure 16 indicates the node and element numbering used in Finite 




Figure 16. Finite element mesh used for frame 
shown in Figure 15. 
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The final free body diagram of each member relating to the re-
sults of second-order analysis for Case I, Case II and Case Ill are 





1s.05 ......... .___ 
7364.79 61.94 
~.: 175. 74 
Figure 17. Free body diagram of final second order analysis for 









7424.41 62.43 ~ .. 
144.55 
Figure 18. Free lxxly diagram of final second order analysis for 










Figure 19. Free body diagram of final second order analysis 
for Case III {P • 360 lb). 
'file results of first order and second order analysis for all 








RESULTS OF FIRST AND SEa:>ND ORDER ANALYSIS 
FOR ALL IBREE I.DAD CASF.5 
r er na ysis 
Case I Case II Case III 
P=120 lb P=240 lb P=360 lb 
0.00 o.oo o.oo 0.00 
3636.37 3684.75 3705.48 3726.50 
5090.92 5166.17 5206.24 5247.00 
7272.70 7364.79 7424.41 7485.08 
62.93 
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As the results of second-order analysis indicate, the moments 
in colrnm AB for the three cases are different, which can 'yield to 
three different column selections. However, the results of first-
order analysis show the same moments for their load cases, and using 
the present K method, which was presented in an earlier section of 
this report, the value of K, as obtained from the alignment chart, 
will be the same for all cases: 
G·- = 1.0 for fixed-end condition A . 
G8 = Ic/Lc = 2.25/200 ~ 1.0 lg/Lg 2.25/200 
Therefore, K = 1.3 which will lead to the same colunm selection for 
colurrm AB in all three load cases. 
It is clear then if the column is adequate for Case II, it must 
be overdesigned for Case I and underdesigned for Case III. Thus by 
using the second-order analysis, a more efficient design can be 
obtained. 
OIAPrER v 
CDNCUJSIONS AND CDMMENrS 
In general, neglecting the effect of axial force on deformed 
structure (first-order analysis) overestimates the stiffness and the 
overall strength of the structure. These effects are canpensated for in 
the current allowable-stress technique by using the effective colunn 
length and Cm factors in the design of members. As it was demonstrated 
in an earlier section of this report, the effective length factor can 
lead to an over or underestimate of the member size. 
A more reliable technique for calculating these secondary moments 
is introduced in this paper along with a finite element canputer pro-
gram. The derivation of adjusting coefficients for secondary effects 
is based on stability ftmction and critical load of each member. The 
computer program will provide nodal displacements and element forces 
for first-and second-order analysis of the frame structure. Generally, 
the compressive axial load tends to increase the deformation and 
moment which is tantamount to a reduction in the strength of the mem-
ber; on the other hand, tensile axial load will slightly increase the 
strength of the member. 
1he final solution obtained by cyclic fashion and the conver-
gence is extremely fast and normally the third and fourth ~teration 
produces acceptable results (if it does not converge within seven 
or eight trials, there is a strong possibility that the structure 
is tms table). 
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The example problems in this paper were performed with a 64 bit 
of accuracy. However , the author would caution a 32 bit computer can 
cause losing the accuracy of r esults because the coefficients used to 
modify the stiffness matr ix were calculated in terms of sinh and cosh 
functions and have a very small magnitude. Thus, a double precision 
processor is recorrmended. 
Also, by using a mini computer , the execution time can easily 
be noticeable due to cyclic techniques used t o calculate the secondary 
moments. 
At the present time, the computer program is capable of solv-
ing two dimensional frame problems with concentrated and lllliform load 
conditions. However, it can easily be ext ended to accotmt for mem-
bers with trapezoid type loading. Also, if the axial force in any 
member equals the load where buckling occurs, a singular matrix occurs 
and the results cannot be obtained. This can be a base for further 





The coefficients involved in the effects of secondary moments 
on the stiffness and fixed end action shown in Tables 1 and·2 were 
developed based on stability ftmction and critical load of each 
6 
member. 
The develoµnent of some of these coefficients are introduced 
in the following three parts which include A) Rotational functions; 
B) Translational ftmction; and C) Fixed end action. 
Rotational Functions 
In order to develop the stiffness coefficients, consider 
prismatic or tmiform beam element i which has no deformation when 
it is unloaded with length L .• 
1 
At the joint 1, moment K11 and at the joint 2, restraining 
moment K21 act. The shear forces at end of the beam shown in Figure 




~v~ __________ 1 ______ ~-----"11v 
/a /I 
Figure 20. Beam element with axial force P .• 
1 
By applying the analysis of buckling load based on the differential 
equation of an elastic curve, we can write the following equation 
for the free lx>dy diagram shown in Figure 21: 
El d2v • M • -(P iy + K. - K X) ~ a ·-i1 12 (8) 
II 




iis the internal force applied to element · i. By replacing 
the value of K12 from Equation (7), we can rewrite Equation.(8) as 
follows: 
(9) 
The lateral load P 8ican be expressed as a scalar multiple of Pi, 
the pinned end Euler load for beam element i for the buckling in the 
plane of the applied t.mit rotation. 
p i= ). . pEi· 
a 1 
(10) 
Since the critical or buckling load for a pinned end \ll1ifonn member 
is Pi 11 2 EI , therefore, Equation (10) becomes: 
2 L. 
1 
. 2 EI pi= ). . n (_,,,..) 
a . i L7 
1 
(11) 
Substituting Equation (11) into Equation (9) and rearranging gives: 
2 (....!...) 
d2 . n ).i (Kll + Kz1) Li - K11 
-:-1 + --:-7 y = ---........EI ___ _ 
dx L. 
1 
The general solution of Equation (12) can be expressed as: 
2 KL. KL. L. 
Y =A Sin( Li X) + B Cos( L1 X) + 1 2 [(K11 + K21) i i (KLi) EI 






KL. s: TT ;r:-
1 1 (14) 
Substituting the boundary conditions Y = 0 at X = O and Y • O at 
X =Li yields values for the constants A and B: 
and 
(16) 
Substituting these values of A and B into Equation (13) yields: 
Differentiating Equation (17) with respect to X in order to obtain 
the slope of the elastic curve: 
(KL. ) 2 EI 
1. .9Y 
L· dx 1 
Substituting the boundary condition ~~ = 0 at X = Li into Equation 
(18), the relation between end moments would be: 
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Now by considering l • 1 at X • 0 along with Equation (19) into 
Equation (18), the value of the restraining manent at left end of 
Figure 2 is given by: 
Now letting 
K11 
(KL.)[Sin(KL.) - (KL.) Cos(KL.)] EI 
2(11 - cos(IG:~)) - <Rf.) sin(t<l.) <r.> 
1 1 1 1 
fc-= 2(1 - Cos(KL.)) - (KL.) Sin{KL.) 
1 1 1 
Equation (20) can be rewritten as: 
K. KL. (Sin KL. - KL. Cos KL.) EI 11 - 1 . 1 1 1 fc Y:-1 





K • (KL1.) - Sin(KL1) * KL. (Sin KL. - KL. Cos KL;) EI 21 1 1 1 1 ( ) (23) 
· Sin(KL.) - (KL.) Cos{KL.) fc L.
1
. 
1 1 1 
Thus: 
For zero axial force, KI..1 becomes zero, by applying La'Hospital's 






Where both functions approach zero as KLi approaches zero, one may 




where f(KL.) and g(KL.) are first derivatives of f(KL.) and g(KL.) 
l. 1 1 1 




.(Sin KL. - KL. Cos KL.) 
[ 1 1 . 1 ] = 4 
2(1 - Cos KLi) - KLi Sin KLi A= O 
and 
KL. - Sin (KL.) 
[ . 1 l. ] = 1/2 Sin KL. - KL. Cos KL. , O 1 ]. 1 A= 
By using the above set of formulas, Equations (22) and (24) can re-
duce to: 
K _ 4 EI 
11 - -r.-
1 





'Ihus, it is seen for the case of zero axial force, Equations (24) 
and (25) represent the first-order analysis bending stiffness for 
a prismatic member. The shear forces at the end of the member can 
also be represented by substituting the value of K11 and K21 into 
Equation (7) which leads to: 
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K • -K • K11 + K21 
12 22 L. 
1 
or K • -K • EI [KL. (Sin KL. - KL. Cos KL.) + 
12 22 Li i i f c 1 1 
KL.(KL. - Sin KL.)] 
1 1 1 
f c 
2 
K a EI (KL.) (1 - Cos KL.) 
- 22 L l 1 1 1 i fc 
A tmit rotation at node right and of Figure 2 could lead to the 
same stiffness values of the left end. 
(27) 
(28) 
For tensile axial forces, A. would have negative value and vari-
1 
able KL. can be defined as: 
1 
KL. -== TT;y::- • in I I A • I 
1 1 1 
(29) 
where i represents the imaginary unit. Since KLi is a complex vari-
able, the following functions are defined: 
i(KL.) -i(KL1) (30a) . ( ) e 1 - e Sin KL. = 2. 1 1 
and ei(KL.) + e-i(KL.) (30b) Cos(KLi) • . 1 2 1 
KL. KL •. (30c) Sinh(KL ) a e 1 + e 1 
i 2 
KL. + -KL. (30d) Cosh(KL ) • e 1 e 1 i 2 
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By using the above relations into Equations (22), (24), and (28) 
and after simplification, the following relationships could be 
written for stiffness matrix with tensile force: 
KL.[Sinh (KL.) - KL.] 
K = l l 1 
11 2-2 Cosh KL. + KL. Sinh KL. 




KL. (KL. Cash KL. - Sinh KL.) EI K= i 1 . 1 1 
21 2-2 Cosh KL. + KL. Sinh KL. L 
l 1. 1. 1. 
2 (KLi) (Cash KLi - 1) EI 
2-2 Cosh KL. + KL. Sirih KL. L 





1he rotation ftmctions are related with a node rotation. Ano-
ther operation is a node translation, Figure 22. Node 1 is translated 
through a unit distance relative to Node 2. The translation opera-
tion may be alternatively regarded as the rotation of the 1 and 2 
through angles of t. during which the restraining moments IS_1 and 
l 
K21 remain unchanged. The lateral force in Figure 23 differs some-
what from the lateral force in Figure 22~ But for a small angle of 






Figure 22. Free body diagram, beam element i with 
unit translation of end 1. 
~v---------------~---------~v IJ Li /I 
Figure 23. Rigid body rotation of beam elanent i. 
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Taking moments about Node 2 in Figure 22: 
(34a) 
From equilibrium condition it is also clear to show: 
or 
(34b) 
The rotational relation for members shown in Figure 23 are: 
2 (KLi) ( 1-Cos KLi) EI 
Kll = K21= [ f c · ] L. 
1. 
(35) 
Replacing Equation (35) into (34a): 
(KL. ) 2(1-Cos KL.) EI P8i 
-K22 = 2[ l. fc l. LY r. 
i 1. 
(36) 
By following the procedure shown in rotational ft.mction, it could 
be shown: 
for compressive axial force: 
(la..i)3 Sin KI..i EI 
K12 - -K22 = [12(2-2 Cos KL.- KL.Sin KL.)JL--3 (3?) 
. 1. 1. J.: • 1 
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and for tensile axial force: 
(KL. )3 Sinh KL. EI 
K • -K • [ 1 1 ]-
12 22 2-2 Cosh Kti+ l<Lisirih KLi L. 3 
1 
(38) 
The member stiffness matrix as presented by Equation (5) was 
defined by rotational and translational function which was shown in 
previous sections. Axial .deformation of the member has been neglected. 
Fixed End Actions 
Let's look at a concentrated load shown in Figure 24. Member 
i is subjected to compressive axial force P 
8
i. The ends ~ and 2 
are fixed against rotation and translation with moments K11 and K21 






Figure 24. Prismatic beam element i with 
concentrated load W. 
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Applying the Equation of elasticity, the free lxxly diagram is shown 
in Figure 25. 
Figure 25. Free body diagram, x distance fran 
end 1 when x < a. 
The general solution of Equation (39) would be: 
2 KL. KL. L. 
Y A Sin (_iL X)+ B Cos (L 1 X)- 2 
i i (Kl.'i) EI 
[K11 - K12 (X)] 
Take a derivative respect to X to yield: 
d KLi KL. KL. KL. 
,gy • - A Cos(--1 X)- - 1 B Sin (r;;1 X) + 
dx Li Li Li i 
L2 






By considering the l:X>undary condition: 
Therefore: 
and 







A= . 1 K 
(KL. )3 EI 12 
1 
L.2 




By substituting the values of A and B into Equation (40) and 
(41) and rearranging, the following expression can be obtained: 
and 
(KL. )2 
1 EIY ~ 
1 
2 (KI..i) EI 
L.2 
1 
KL. L.(K12) KL. . K. Cos (--_!. X)- 1 Sin (~ X) 
-l.1 Li KLi Li 
+ K12 (X) - K11 (43) 
0 < X <a 
d KL. KL . 
.S!Y • - __! K Sin (__.!. X) -ax L. 11 L. 
l. 1 
KL. 




The free lxxiy diagram for the same member, when distance X from 




14 a ~: ~2 
1~ ~ 
x >a 
Figure 26. Free body diagram, x distance from end 1 
when x > a 
By applying the differential equation elasticity for the free body 
diagram shown in Figure 26 yields: 
-[K12 - Pai(-Y) - K12 (x) + (-W)(x-a)] (45) 
x >a 
And the general solution of Equation (45) can be shown as: 
KL. KL. L. 2 
Y A Sin ( L: X) +s Cos (Li 1 X)-(KL. ~2 El [1S_1 + W(a) 
1 




Differentiating Equation (47) with respect to x yields: 
2 d KL. ~ KL. KL. L. ~ 2 A Cos <c x) - CB Sin <L.1 x) + 2 
~ 1 1 1 (KLt El 
(K12 + W) (47) 
Equating the impressions for ~ from Equations (44) and (47) and 
the expression for Y from Equations (43) and (46) for the two seg-
ment lengths a and b at x = a yields: 
and 
-L.3 








By substituting these values of A and B into Equations (46) and (47) 
and rearranging, we get: 
KLEI LW KL. L. 
-:zL· = (K11 + KL. Sin ak) Cos(L.
1 
x) - J. (1S_2 + W Cos ak) 
. 1 1 ·--i 
i KL. 
Sin <L.1 x) + (K12 + W)x - IS.i - W8 8 < x < L. (49) 1 1 
and 
(KL. )2 d KL. LW KL. 
-;-{- EI ~ = f. (K11 + KL. Sin ak) Sin(c1 x) - <is.2 + 
L. 1 1 1 
i KL. 
W Cos ak) .,-c Cos <L.1 x) + 1S_2 + W a < x < L. (SO) 1 - - 1 
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Finally, by knowing the boundary conditions Y = 0 and ~ = O at 
x-= Li' and eliminating K12 between Equations (49) and (50), the 
following expression for K11 is obtained~ 
a S. KL. 
r (1 - Cos KL.) - (1 - Cos ak)( in KL1 - Cos KL.) l. • 1 
l. 
1 - Cos KL. 
( 1 - Sin KL.) (Sin ak) 
+ KL. i 1 
2(1 - Cos KL.) - KL. Sin KL. 
1 1 l. 
and also knowing 
Cos ak Cos KL. = 2
1 [Cos (ak +KL.)+ Cos (ak - KL.)] 
1 1 1 
Sin ak Sin KL. - i [Cos (ak - KL.) - Cos (ak -t- KL.)] 
1 .{. 1 1 
(51) 
and total length of member i is L. c a+ b, by substituting for 
l. 
L. - a b, Equation (51) will lead to: 
- l. 
WL Sin KL.-Sin Ka-Sin Kb-Kb Cos KL.+KL. Cos Kb-Ka] K - --- [ 1 1 1 (52) 11 K c 
For tensile axial load, Equation (52) may be expressed as: 
Sinh KL. 
[(1-Cosh KL. ) - (1-Cosh ak)( KL 1 - Cosh KLi) 
K =-WL[ · 1 i 




e-c~h KI.i + Sinh KI..) Sinh ak 
+ . 1 
[ 2(1~osh KL.) + KL. Sinh KL. J 
1 1 l.. 
(53) 
59 
Equation (54) will reduce to: 
t .n Sinh KL
1
.-Sinh Ka-Sinh Kb-Kb Cosh KL.+KL. Cosh Kb-Ka 
-w.LJ [ 1 1 
K11 • K 2-2 Cosh KL. + KL. Sinh KL. ] 
1 1 1 
The shear forces K12 and K22 can also be obtained by considering 
equilibriun conditions of the deformed beam element. Their values 
were shown in Table 2. 
(54) 
APPENDIX II 
lliE FINITE ELEMENT FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR 'IBE SECOND-ORDER 
ANALYSIS OF RIGID FRAMES 
61 
This program will calculate the effect of secondary moment in 
cycle fashion and is written in Fortran language. The main program 
will initialize the Program's Parameters and then call on a set of 
six different subroutines. The flow chart of the Main Program is 
shown in Figure 5. 
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f•F;uGRAt1 FRAME ( JNF'UT' (ILITPLIT' r•ATAF' OUTF' TAPE5=DATAF' TAPE~c:OUTF) 
c 
C PROGRAM 34 - HAIN rROGRAM 
c 




C:C•MMON NF:M X , NC:M>:, N[1f" El., NN, NE., NLl'1, NBN, NDF, NNE, N, MS, IN, IC•, E, G, NLE 
I• I HEN': l ON X < 100 ) , V < J 0•)) , CC•N \ 204' > , F'ROF· <ZOO) , IIH ErCt > , Tt< ( 300, 30 > , 
ALf800>.REACC300>,FORC<6~0>,ELST(6,6>,V<30>,PF<600>,SUM<200), 
*f:L ( 3(J0) 'S:UE ( ~·oo) 'F'FCrRC: ( 6(•(t) 
C llJl T 1 ALI ZATl ON C•r PF:OGJ;'AM f'A~:AMETERS 
c 
G NRf1 ~ 
c 




-= CC•L~tHN fl I 11EN ·~ 1 ON F(IR 1 HE ~:TI FFNESS 





t~UMEtER OF DC.:Ofi'EES OF FREEDOM f ·ER 
N(l[1E 
tJUMBER OF' NUDE'~ PER ELEMENT, EQUAL 
C T0 ~ FO~ ~AR SYSTEMS 
C l~DF EL -= 1 r.rTAL NUHHET' OF t•EOf.:EES OF FREE[IOM 
C FOR ONE ELEMENT 
NRHY. ::" 0 
t'C' NX ~:c 
tJltF .:: 
Nr" ~· 
NtrF EL z:;;N(IF • NNC 
C /4 •• • ! ,N DATA ~.ET NUMBERS TO IN, FOR INPLITT, 
C ~NU IQ, FOR OUTPUT 
IN=~ 
10.:6 
DO 1 001 I• 1 , NE 
FORC<<I-1>•6+1)•0 
FFORCCCI-1>•6+1)•0 
101) 1 F'F < < l -1 > * o+ 1 > •O 
c 
C APPLY THE ANALYSIS STEPS 
[1(1 S 1 0 I END= 1 , 11 
[ttJ 4 1 f) I H 1 , NE 
PFORC<<IH-1>•6+1>•FORC<<IH-1>•b+l> 
4 lC• CONT INLIE 
c 
?? 
[tO 00 1 I 1 • l , NE 
[10 600 l2c:2,6 
REA~<Cil-1)*6+1)=0 
REAC<<It-1> *6+12>=0 
SC o C NTI NUE 
~:(> 1 l 'ONT I NI JE 
C ! NPU T 
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CALL tJi=·t_ITT' X, Y, CON, PROP, AL, I B, R~AC, FORC, SIJM, BL, SUE> 
C A~SEMBLI N~ 0F TOTAL STIFFJESS MATRIX 
PFOR~C C T -1 )•6+1>=FORc <CI-1>*6+1) 
( .. 
- iCtl_L Ab~.FI I< X , Y , CON PROi-' • TK ~ ELST, AL, FORC, PFORC > 
c 
r. J JTR -1'.:ll 1C. T J t;1N ·1F BOIJr DP.RY CONDITIONS 
c 
f { '.L [IOUrm (TK AL REAC I B) 
c 
C 01 Ul" l C: 1F THE S"r'""" TEM OF EPIJAT IONS 
c 
CALL SLB·_ T ( n :, AL V N M'3, NRMX, NCMX > 
c 
CGMPUTATION 1F MEMBER FORCES 
.c 
CALL FOR E CCt~,PROP,FORC, REAC ,X Y AL,PFORC> 
c 
L· OUTPUT 
LALL OUTPT<CON AL FORL ,REAC> 
c 
DO 1002 !=1, NE 
IF CABS< FOR.C' < < I-1 H•·6+ 1 > -F'F C < I -1 > C. + 1 > > • GE. 0. 0001 > GO TO 1005 
1 00~ CO TlNUE 
STOP 
10 s DO 1 )? !=1 ,NE 
1 00~ PF<<I-1> 6~1>=FORC C(l-1)*6+1) 






SUBf(OUTI E FEM CIEL, X Y,CON,FQRi_. YZ,SUM,Q, IS, IE, SUE> 
COMPUTATION OF FI XED-END ACTION 
LOHM , N NRMX ,N~HX NDFEL,NN,NE,NLN,NBN,NDF,NNE,N,MS,IN,IO,E,G,NLE 
DIMENS I ON X<l>,Y<1> CONC1),FORC<300),SUM<6>,SUE<6> 
C, IEL = 
C Nl 
C:URRF'NT ELEMENT 
= NUMBER OF START NODE 




I ., SUE 
? ? 
- f•l_ll_. ,. I NG LOAD 
= END ACTION FOR START NODE 











DieTA l~F FROM CENTER OF ELEMENT TO START NODE 
DJ STAt CF FROM CENTER OF ELEMENT TO ENO N0DE 
+1) 
N:2::( ,- I { +., 
[I =X fl J ::= - Y. Nl> 
IW=Y I I J ~ ) -Y ( N 1 ) 
.:Af! -: : .•l t ~ "> 
A=S?. F=' l'l / 2 
= · 1-A 
M = ~: *IJ 
no so II= 
IJM ( TI ) =O 
:- J t:: c r I ) :-:O 
5 < CJIJTTNUE 
IF <FORc CTS-1>*6 +1)) 101,11 1,1 2 1 
c 
r,: C ,-,HP ITE FI ED-F.ND A_ TI ON FllR TENS I L.E 1"1EMBER 
1n1 PB-= f <3. 14 15 ~:::> CE*Y'l>) / ((1**2> 
VB= < -FORC CCI ~+1) *6+1 / PB>** .5 
B:" = ( -F( 1P r_ (<I t:: - ) ~·6+1 ) / CE*YZ> >**·5 
F =:2-: *L 0 '3H < H :' D + <BV D > SI NH C B~(*D > 
DO 1 0 "?. ·' Jc' = 1 , 5n 
'"'IJ= ID ... ( 15 - > 
Sllf'1 ~.J.J+1 
S M \ ·-' I+'> > =s UM C. k 1+2 >+::>ARM G'!* ( ( 1 i FT) * C COSH ( B~~*[1 >-COSH ( BK*A > +C:OSH C BK* 
•B>+CB ··;tB)*S I JHCBK*(l)-1)) 
SUMCJJ~3>=~ tMCJJ+3)+SARM*Q* ((1/CB '*FT>>*<SINHCBK*D>-SINHCBK*A>-SIN 
*H<B ' . Bl-CB , B>*COSHCBK*D>+< BK*D>•COSHCBK*B>-BK*A>> 
,J,J = NDF * C IE -1 > 
SUEC.JJ+l) = 0 
SUE(J. +2>=SUECJJ+2l+SARM*Q*CC1/FT>*<COSH<BK*D> -COSHCBK*B> +COSH<BK 
* A>-CB ' •A>*SINHCBK*D >-1)) 
SUE< .J 1+3 > =SL'E C ,.J.J+3 > +SAF:M*Q* ( < 1 / BK•FT > * C-SINH ( BK*D > +SINH C B~(*B >+SIN 
+HCBK*A>+<B '*A>*COSHCB~•D>-CBK*D>*COSHCBK*A>+<BK*B>>> 
A = A+SARM 
B = D-A 
103 CONTI NUE 
RETURN 
c 
C COMPUTE FIXED-END ACTION FOR NONZERO FORCE MEMBER 
c 
111 DO 104 K'=l.50 
.JJ=NDF*<I S-1> 
SUM<JJ+l> = 0 . 
SUM ( ._l.J+2 >=SUM< .J._1+2) +SARM*I~* ( <-B·**2) * ( 3*A+B) /D**3) 
?? 
65 
~.Lff"1 ( ,J...,.t+.3 >&SUM C ~• ... ••~: > ... E;AF·M•(•<f' <-A• < E--t: • :· > /f•• •:- > 
'-'·-' IC NrtF• ( lE-1) 
~= LIE' < ... 1._1+ 1 > • C• 
~.UE < ... t.J+;n •SUE< • .J .• J+: >+~·ARt"i•C"• <<-A~• 2 >•<A•".::• B > /[ttr-.. ~: > 
$UECJJ•3>rSUE'<JJ+~>+SARM*Q•CCA••~>•~>I~~¥~ 
A • A .. ~;Af<M 
£< -= [t-A 
l 04 C:C1t JT J NLIE 
RETURN 
c 
C COMF·UTE FI XE[•-Er'.L!i ACT I ON FC1~· CCil""iF'RE'~·~ ION MEME:Ef> 
i:1 PB=<<3.14l~*•2>•<E«YZ>>l<D••~> 
V~s(FORC t <lS-1>•~ .. l>IPBl••.~ 
c 
E< t: c C FC•RC' C C I S:-1 H• c ... l > I < f •Yi l > ..... 5 
FCa:2 -::•C'O:· <Eel ... [1 >- < EW« [q * l ~. 1 N < E;t :•::• > > 
[1 10~ ti'f.'.sJ .!f~ 
J I N[IF• ( J:.-1) 
SUH c "1 ... 1+ 1 ) •O 
c= UH ( ,J.J+~ > c$UM C ._l,.t•:: \ + .. A~·M•C• • C < 1 /~C: > * t coc. ! EW*tl >-C:O:£: ( EW•A > +C:C1·:; ( E'I •f· > + 
< Ect' * f< > *~· l NC Ed •t• >-1 > > 
~.UMC ... l.J•'=:~c~. urH .. J ... •+~)·~.Ac;: ·~·('l.,.~ ( l -' CE:H 1·FC) )• t~: IN'B• ·:•r: .1-~ . IN<EJ .. c:.:·-:.!f-'.( 
•Bl .•B) - ( B• :•B) •CCI$ ( B~ :*I:•)+ ( B~:·r·) ·c·c1'!. ( Ew:•E: ) -FL•A) ) 
'-"-.J • N!•F.,. < IE-1 > 
: :uE < .JJ• 1 > • 0 
$UE ( ... 1 ·~) -=SLIE ( '-'"-'·~) +s~~:M•(! • ( cl /FC) * ( (: (1~; ( £<• :• r•) -co-:· ( £<• .. In +cc:~. ( ?! :~-~) 
•+CBt•A>•SlN<E<~•D>-1>> 
SUE< ... J"l+"::)•SLIE ""'.J•~: >+~.A~:M•C· ~~ < 1/Cfcl •FC > >•<-SlfJ<Fl :~r1>-+~·ItHB~ *Et>+'£.IN\ 
•E< •A>+ <Bt '•AH• CC•~· CBL •t•>-<F! •I:q.q(C•~· <E<t".•A> .. H ::d · >) 
A • A+~·ARM 
f( D-A 









r• I MEN::. I ON X < 1 > , Y < 1 > , C:C1N < 1 > , F'RC•F' < 1 > , AL C 1 > • IE« 1 > , REAC: < 1 > , ~ < ~: > ' ICC~:> , 
•FORCC600),SUM<300>.eL<l>,SUE<200> 
C ELEMENT PRC1F'ERT l ES. NOt•AL LOAr•S, AND f'RESC:R I EcED 
C ltNt~NC•WN VALUES 
C IC • AUXILIARY ARRAY TO STORE TEMPORARELY THE CONNECTIVITY 





C: F:EAt• LA~· l t. f·ARA91£1 LF.:S 
c 
C. NN NUt-;f<Ef;.· (IF NC•t•EE; 
t NE • NUMBEJ.< C•F ELEMEr~TS 
C NLN • NUM~ER ~F LOADED NODES 
C. NBt~ 11: W.IMBEF.: (tF ~C1UNr•Ah' N(1t1E S 
C NLE •NUHBEf'· OF LOAr1ET• ELEMtN1 
C E s HC1:1ULU$ OF ELA':.T IC l TY 
c 
WF:::I TE C I Ct, 20 > 
~(> F"CIRM. l ( II ,, , 7;.: ( ,, ... ) ) 
F:EAr•< JN, J) NtJ,NE.NLf'1,N[:! J,E,NLE 
WRITE<I0-21> NN,NE,N~N.NBN,E,NLE 
,, 1 FOF'MATC //" lhlTE:\'NAL [ 1/=.TA''// 11 NUt":f'EJ;· Or NC•r·~s : ", 1!?1" NUME-E 
t1 R (IF ELEMENl S 1 '', l ':·/" NUMBER OF LC•At-Er1 NC•%)££; : " .. I ~.1 •= NUf".£:Ef:: 
•OF SUF·F·OF:T NCtt•ES 1",.J~i" MO!l!JLLI~· OF EL~~·TltlTY : 11 ,Fl(!.(1/ .. NtJMf<EF-. 




C RE~~ N1-•!:1A!... co-1R!:•:t~ATE.::; If ' AF:RAY X AtKr Y 
c 
c 
REA!• ( IN, 2) < I , X < I ~ , Y < I > , 1.I= J ~ Nt~ l 
W · 1 TE c I Ci, :: > C I , X < I > , Y < 1 ~ , I= l ., W J > 
1r, FOF-:M~T(Jl : ,~F'l0.4> 
C REA[I ELEMENT (ONIJ~Cll\'lTY IN P..F:r;.AY CON 
C A J[1 ELEMENT P•F'\CtF·E.RT l E':; l IJ ARF\A'r' F'R~)F· 
c 
c 
Wc;;: J TE< JC•~;;::·. 
:,:_ F(1RM?!Tt/ 11 ELEMENT C'OtJNECTI 11TY AM• f 'ROF·H:iIE':"/4Y.,"ELE'M~NT",~::a_,••s.; 
•AF:T O!•E E [1 ~Cc!tE ",r.x., "ARE..;;", ~.1,, "M. (IF lNEF:TlH" > 





NlctJNE• < l-1 > 
F'RCtF' ( N l .. 1 ) E~ ( l ) 
F'F'C•F· t N 1 +~ > •W < 2) 
CC1N \ N 1 -. 1 > • I C < 1 > 
3 CON<N1+2)sJCC2> 





::8 FORMAT< t" Nor1AL LC•At•~:" 11x .. "NODE 11 , 5X, "f'Y.", ~x, "f'V", sx. "MZ 11 > 
N=NN•NI•F 
( 
[1(1 s l• 1, u 
~. f.L ( J ) & (I. 
67 
( : F\EAr• THE N(l{IAL LOAti~. Arm ~·TCtRE THEM l N ARF:~Y ~L 
c· 
J F < tJLN. H•. O. > (iCI TC• Ut. 
I•C• 6 l• 1, NLN 
F\E' At• l Jt.1, ~: 1 .._1. CW q ) , t<c l , N:lF > 
W f; l TE < l 0 • ~: > '°', < &.J < t: > , f.: r 1 , Nr•F > 
S FORMAT(JJ0,8F10.~> 
[1(1 t . ,cl , Nt•F 
L•Nt1a= • ( "''- l HI( 
BL CL >•"-I If· > 
6 (;Of H l ML'~ 
l ~. ~ . n :t :•N!J•N[•F 
I1C1 1e·o 1 J•1 , t-:.n. 
AL< I I > •C• 
SLIECJJ)eO 












IF <NLE.F0.0.> GO TO eo 
WF'lTE<IC1.-::o> 
r1 ~, 44 M s j , NLF 
FORMAT ( I ti f.J!_tMf'EF: C•r: ", •.x' 11 ~:TAF•T 0 ' 3X' 11 EN!I"' ::f., "Ur~! r:c1~:M" / ~ )'' 11 Lr:1.::.r1E 
•t• ELEME1n "' 4X' 11 N ... =!•E 11 , ~: )' "N::rr•E''' ~:x' "L(•At•11 ) 




L = 'E'• ~ lEL-1 > 
Z s::F'F'0F' l L 3• .. > 
CALL FEM lEL-~,~-CON,FORC,Y],SUM,O,JS,lE ~~~ > 
: z~NN·••·Nt•F' 
r•C• l S1C:. hi • J , t-'Z 
AL C I .._1 >a.AL < I .J) •BL C hi)+ ... UM< I ,_I> +SUE< J ~1 > 
cornINLIE 
IF CNLE.Eb.O.> GO TO 26 
cor T INLIE 
RE~D POUNDARY NODES DA1A. STORE UN~NOWNS STATUS 
JN[1JC.ATCIRS IN ARF:AY lB, AN[1 PRESC:RlBC[• LINt:··NowtJ;; 
VALUE~ IN ARRAY ~EAC 
WRITE C JCi, 241 > 
24 FORMAT<!" E<C•UNDAR\' COtmITlON [IATA''/Z?X, "STATL•'!·'',~·o, "F'R£:.C-PIE«Er1 VA 
•LLIES" / 1 ~x, "< o: F'RE~: CRI E<Et•, 1 i FREE>" /7X, "N•:ir•: ··, 8X, 11 Lt 11 • s·,:, "V", e~x, .. F·z 11 
.. , 1 bx , .. LI .. , 9 x , .. v ... e: x , •· F\ z .. > 
I•C1 7 1•1, NEtN 
F\EAti<IN,~1 ) ""' <ICo:· ),t(a1,NrtF'>, cwon,t:'•l.Nr•F> 




L 1 i: < Nr•F ... J > • { l -1 > + 1 
L2•tmF• < ,.1-1 > 
J E« L 1 > s:~I 
I•O 7 t:.a: 1 ~ Nt•F 
NJ•L1+V 
N:··L~·•1·~ 
If'< N 1 >a JC:<..- > 
7 REAC CN2 >·~ct'> 
9 FORM~T<4lJO,~cJ0.~> 




C LOMPUTATION OF COEF. USED IN $llFFNESS ~AT~lk 
(. 
c 
COM~ON NRMY NCM .. ,ND~fL,NN,NE,NLN - NBN,NDF,NNr-N.M~,IN-JO~E,G·N~E 
r11 MEr~~- 1 Ot . FCiF:L ( c..1)(1) 
C VZ -= l"'hJME'T 'T C•~ !NFF"l l~ OF E'LEMEt.!T C:f\·1)~ :~.-~r ·~- TIC1•J 
C PP • E:LtCtrL l f'.'G L OAt1 
C IWl, ~t - Z , A 1 " ~ , A~ ·4 ARE U :EF Ll~·ED IN ~· 1 lFFNE-::c. M&..1 Rl X 
(. 
IF<FC1RC < l-1 >•t·+l >.LE'.O. > (;(1 TCr ~.t)O 
C COHF'LITE THE C C•EF. F C•R Cr)M¥=·f\E-=:s. I CrN M(Mf.ER 
C' 
c 
En : CFO ·c c ( J-1 )•c ... 1 ) / (f•YZ) )·*« .. 5 
FCc:.-"' LCtc. cBt •t:. - H .-ra ~ •< C: IN<f<'<•ri» 
Al ~ 1·< ( (~~ .-[t H• .:n •~. JN(f· · : •r•> )/(1:·•FC:) 
A• ~~=< c <I<t . r1>•.,..:·>•< 1-co ... <F.c1<+r1> > >l<6•Fi...> 
At ' CB l · •DH•(~. ItHB : ... r•>-CEW.•I:t > •Co-:. <E<• ~•[•) )/(4•FC:> 
' W 4-= C Bl :*D) * C < £H ~•t• >-Sl N < B•<•t• >>IC 2•FC > 
GO TO 1004 
C COMPUTE THE COEF. FO~ TENS ION MEMBER 
c 
500 IF<FORC<<I-1>•6+1>.EO.O.> GO TO 600 
c 
fU ~s C-FC1RC·< < I-1 >•t .... 1 >I <E•YZ > >••. ~ 
FTc~-.2 .. CO~•H \ E<• :• D > + c E<t:·•·ri >•SI NH\ E<t·~•D > 
At "1 s < ( < Bt ' *t• > H· ::: > *;. Jr~H <PK• D > >I <12•FT > 
Ar2~c ( <EH ~ *l•>••:·)4 <C:O-::H(EW:•tr)-1) )/(~.•FT> 
AV3c C EW« ti>* C ( E<t ·•[I> •C:(l~.H C E<J: •D >-SINH C (ct:'«!•>) I C4«FT > 
AV~·< EH ~ •I:•) *<SI.NH ( E<l.'•[1 >-< EH ~•I:• >>I <2•FT) 
C"O TO 1004 
C COMPUTE THE COEF. FOR NONZERO MEM~ER 
c 
?? 
M•O Al ' tel.(> 
At· : ·-=1. (• 
Al ~c 1. (J 
At :Jtr.J.(. 




~· L .~ROUT 1 t'1E ST 1 FF C NFL, Y, Y, F'RC1S:·, C:C1t'J, EL ~;1., ~L, I, FORC: > 
C PROGRAM 36 
C GOMPUTA110N OF £LEMEN1 S1IFFNE$S MATRlX FC~ THE CURRENT ELEMENT 
c 
c OMMC!I'~ NRM , N1_.M x. N[iFEL, NtJ, N: • t JLN, tJf::-J . tmr' tJNE., N, ~ : ... IN .. I~·, F' G' t.:~£ 
ri I ME :. ] Ctlol ){ ( l ) ., y ( 1 ) '(:(It~ i 1 ) 'F'F\1jF· ( J ) 'Eu.1 ( ~ .. ' e.>., AL t J ) ' 









s CLIF'RErJT ELEMEtJT NUMBEF\ 
• NUMBER OF STA~T NODE 
s NUMBER OF END NODE 
s AF:EA C1F ELEM~l\:T t;:f\.(•SS-£:EC'T I •)N 
a MOHEt 'T CtF I fJEF\'T J A OF ELEME 1..:i C'F:Cr::::.-:.f CT I ON 
L·~~JE <r'1EL-1> 
l=CCitJ L+l > 
tJ..:.cC.ON < L+~ > 
AXcF'F:)F ( L+J > 
YZcF·F'OF· \ L-:" 
C COMPUTE LE~JG TH oc- ELEMENT, AND $Ir~: AND C Cl~· H~E C•F' I H : L CtC~L 
(: x A H ., MN:1 $TORE If"[!, ~I .. Atm ('(I, r :E'!;F·EO:TIVELY 
c 
r• . -= · u~: > - Y c Ni > 
[ 1 y = Y < f ': ) - Y ' N l ) 
[t::SCtRT I • X1H1 ~·+[1 ·-rtt.:» 
C.ALL F'[•EL TA< FCtRC, YZ, [1, AVl, A• .~, A1 ·:3., A1 ·4, l > 
CO•DX/D 
$l•[•Y /[1 
DO l 1•1,6 
DCt 1 -.tr 1 , 6 
ELS T < 1 , '°" > sO. 
C FORM ELEMENT RC1TATION 1'1ATRJ X 
c 
?? 
1 f\C•T <I, -._I >•O •. 
F:C•l < 1, 1 >•CO 




[10 2 1•1 t~ 
[10 ~ J•J, 3 
70 
c 





EL~·T ( z, :• > c. < l :?•E• Y2 /f•• •;:>•At-:: J 




EL~·T < 3. ~q • < 4•E• n ID.> d~t.~: 
ELST<3,5>•-EL$T<2·~> 
EL T(~,b>•C::«E•V!/[•)•At '4 
ELST<4,1)c£LST<1,~) 
ELSTC4,4>cEL~T(1,J> 





EL~1( 6,~>cELST<3 b> 
ELSTC6.~>sELSlC~.6> 
ELC·TC~ .• 6)•fL .Tt$,~:) 





$.1..IE-&:\C•Ll1 I NE FCIRC.E < C Or11 F'RC•f', FC•RC, F''EAC', )", Y AL, F·F•:•F: 1 
C PRO ~AM 37 




t•O 1 Jct, N 









IlO 1 C>O NELc 1 , NE 
• CURRENT ELEMENT NUMBER 
NUMBER OF START NODE 
• NUMBER OF END NODE 
c AREA OF ELEMENT CROSS-SECTION 




N .:·:: C ON ( l ~ ;.· ) 
A>:• PF-r:r \l .. l ) 
Y£ s::f•f<Of · t L+:: > 
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(: CCtMF'LITE LENC' i H (Ir ELEMEtJT' ~~~!) ~· 1 NE At-Jr• c .c1:; l NE (1~ JT~; LC•t:'.~L. 




UY .. YCN >-YCN1 > 
D•SCfiT<DX••~•DY•*~> 
CC••[•)I' /[I 
~. J •[tY /II 
C FORM ELEMENT R0TA110N M~1RIX 
c 
c 
R'::iT < 1, l >•CO 
RC1T < l , ~>•SJ 
F;1)T < 1, ~: >•O .. 
t\CtT<2, 1 )c-C.:l 
RCtT :. , :. >•CC• 
f<OT < 2, ~! > •O. 
ROT< 3., J ~ •(: . 
R(tT ( "':: .. ::) • (l . 
f\C•T < ~:., ~: >a.] • 
C ROTATE ELEMENT NODA~ Dl S~L~~EMEN1S TO ELEMEN1 LOCA~ 
C' REFERENCE FRAME, At"!:t ~·l C1~·E l N ARR::.Y LIL 
c 
c 
t" l s.NDF• ( N 1-1 > 
v::-=Nt•F • < N.2-1 > 
I•CI ; Jc J, 3 
,,.fl &I J + J 
~'.:. •.:~+J 
LI < 1 > •AL ( ".11 > 
2 LI J +.!.) •t.L hJ..! > 
[10 3 1•1.~ 
UL (I >•CJ. 
LILCJ+3>•0. 
[l 0 3 '-ts: 1 ' 3 
ULCI>sULCI>+ROTCI,J>•U<J> 
3 UL<I+3>•Ul(l+2>+ROT<I,J>•U<J+3> 




CALL F'[•EL TA< F'FORC, YZ, o, AV J, AV2, ~ . .. 3, At<4, IF·f· > 
F<l>sE•AX/D•CUL<t>-UL<~>> 




J :~•Al ·. ;: .. LIL < ~: > .. Af "4• UL l f. > > 
F ( ~.) •6•E•YZ•A• ~2/ ( I••r•). ( llL (:: >-llL <!·) >~Z•F• yz /[•« (i=:ol~'J•LIL <:El)+ 
J 2•Al : .. -:•LIL ( ~.)) 
C STORE MEMBER END FORCES IN ARRAY FO~C 




F < ~ > c-F < ~· > 
11 ·~ • C NE.L-1 ) 
[10 4 · Jc 1 • 6 
I:?cl 1'+· I 
4 FORC<l2>•F<I> 
C ROT~TE MEMBER END FORCES TO THE GLOBAL ~EFERENCF FRAME 
C A 'D STORE IN ARRAY FG 
(', 
(' 
[•0 !i I•l, 3 
FCd I >•O. 
FC•< I•~· >•C. 
t•C• ~ ,.J•l, 3 
FG<J)cF~<1>+R01<~·I>•FC~J 
5 FG<l+~>•FC<J+~l+R01(J,J>•F<J+3) 
C' A!)tr ELEMENT corJTRJE:tt'T IC.ttJ T(I NC1r1 ... L f\E·::uL lANTS. 





._t l •I ' J •I 
._t..:•1 ... .:·+ I 
F:EAC ~ ... Jl > eF·E AC< • ..11 > +FCd 1 > 
6 RE ~C < ._11 >•REA( C ._1.:· > +F CH I+-::> 
1 (1 1) C Of\JT I NUE 
RETLIRN 
Etm 
$LIE<RC1UT I NF OUTF''T <CON~ AL , FORC', REAC > 
PROGRAM 38 - OUTPUT PROGRAM 
COMMON NRM1,NCMX,NDFEL,NN,NE,NLN-NBN,NDF.NNE.N,MS,JN,JO,£,G,N~E 
DIMENSION CONC1),AL<J>,FORC<l>,RE~C<1> 
C WRITE NODAL DISPLACEMENTS 
c 
WR 1 TE < I 0 • 1 > 
1 FORMAT ( // l x' 72 ( ... II)//" ~ESLIL TS" I I" NOX:•AL Dl SF'LAC·EMENTS" /7).. ' ''N(•~•E" 
*' 11 x ... LI II , 1 4 x ' II v II , 1 3 x ... R z II ) 
DO lC> I• 1 , NN 
~l•N(•F•< I-1 >•1 
t::z•t( 1 +N[•F-1 





C WF ' llE. NO[•~L REACTIONS 
c-
c 
WR l1 E t 1 (I , 3 > 
:· FOF:M~T' , .. Ni:•t•AL f\EAC'TICttJ~: ··11x, "NC•t•t", 1.:1>, , °F·Y.", 1 ;:x, "f·y", 1~:x, 11 r-12 11 > 
{1(1 ~(1 J• 1, NN 
t< 1 a:Nr•F+ < J-2 )+ 1 
'2•t<l +N[1F-l 
20 WF:ITE<JCt,z> J, <F:EAC< ... t1, ... t•l ' l,f(~·> 
C WRJTE MEMBER END FORCES 
c 
c 
W · 1 TE c I (I, 'I > 
4 FC•RMAT < 1 11 MEMBEF\ r(•RCE~: " 11;.x, "MEMEcE~:", ~}: , "tJC1r1r", 9x. "Fx .. , i ;:)' , "F" ··, 
•18X,"M2") 
[•C• 30 I• 1 , NE 
' l•c· C l-1 HJ 
t.: ""· 1' 1 +2 
N 1 c: NhlE • < J -1 > 
l CON•CC•N' NJ+ 1 > 
4-JS:·JTE< JCJ.~d J, JC.:ON. <FCrF:C'(~) ,._ten ,t'.:> 
. - l •t '.2-t 1 
· ·;11:1 · 1·~ 
I L'O ~' s:t. OtJ t tJ 1 +;.· > 
~·) Wf;' J1ECI0,7> IC:OtJ, <FCrF:C.<..J),._tcJ·. 1,t<2> 
~ FORMAT<~l10,3Fl~.4> 
7 FORMATt120,3Fl~.~> 
~R l1 E t I •j ~ > 
~ FC1RM T ( / / l )t' 7 .. ( It .. II ) ) 
RETURN 
EN::1 
£·LIBP Ctl •THJE Ecull J!r (TJ ' AL, RE'AC, H) 
C PROGRAM 31 
c 
C INTRC1DUCTION OF THE PCIUtmARY CCINt•ITICrNS 
c 
tOMMON NRMX,NCMX,NDFEL.NN,NE,NLN~NFN,NDf,NNE,N,MS,JN,JO,E,G,NL[ 
[I I MEN~. J ON AL< 1 ) , IP< 1 >, REAC < l >, Tt~ < :-<•)0, 30 > 
[ICr 100 L•1,NBN 






~l•Nr•F• <N0-1 > 




( . F·h:E 4:>C"R T 1-Eft UW N(1'1o.'f J Tt• f{E C Ci!~-=· ][1£F:Etr 
C PLACE F·F·£C,C'RlfiEf1 l'NU!(IW~J VALUE IN AL 
c 
C: ~.ET [•lAC'Cl~"AL CC•E.FFlClEfJ1 C•F Tt : EC!UAL TO 1 
c 
c 
l 0 t~af ' l+ l 
[i(I !•O ~·&~. M":; 
t:. \.'cl"R+.J-1 
l F < N-t 'V i 30, ::(1, ~(; 
c. MCartJF F'CtLJ or Tt' A~:r1 C:CIF: RE~:r:•(lf'~[•ItJ(.; £LEMEN'T:: ltJ ~!_ 
c 
c 
:. .> AL ( rv .) sAL <KV >-Tt . ; f '.F: ~ .. : ) •F:EAC. < • ·:~ > 
Tt <t'R, .J )•0 
~C t'\'c:t P-""'• 1 
IF 0 ' V > _.c ~(I. 4 0 
C. MOt•IF'V COLUMN JtJ Tt ~ A~Jr1 CC•F:f:E~:F·CINI•ItK, ELEf'1£,..T If"~ .:.L 
c 
c 
4 0 AL o:v) -=AL t nn -n. lf ·v' ... 1 ~ •F:EAC: o.:~n 
Tl ' Ct 'V, .J > .:.(1 
~· ( 1 C .it.IT l fJIJE 
Tt -. <Vf<.. 1 )cl 
AL < t<r: >•REA·:. \~ 'F.) 
11..>0 C CINT I NIJE 
f\ETUR I 
EN!) 
C F·RC11:;r::.:.. "1 ~:8 
r ~=· ~EMB:-.HJ ·:, C•F T~r T·:•1 :..L M.:\TF:I x ros;: THE F'RC•E'L£ti 
c 
c 
COMMON NRMf. N: ~', Nt•FEL, NJ, Nb NLN~ NBtJ tJ1•F i MJE, f..!, !",; .. HJ. lCt· E, C'· Ni...E 
DIMENSION xc1>.vc1>,CONC1),TV<300.30),ELSTt6,~~. 
•PROPCll,ALC1>,FOR~l600>,PFORC<600> 




r•o 7 I Ir 1 ' NE 
Ll•NNE•<l-1> 
I1C1 7 -.11=1, N1 
L2 L1+J 
~·1--.1+ 1 






7 C.C•t.JT I N'JE 
c 
C C.LEAf'\ THE TOT AL ~·Tl F'Fr.JE ~·~· MATF:I>'. 
c 
c 
r1 C• 1 (i I r l , N 
t•O 1 •) -J-= 2 , M~. 
l 0 Tt ' C I n.l>•O 
C LCIC1F· C•l-.1 THE ELEMENH: 1-4 ..i:r A~·~·Et":BLE THE TCtTAL STJFFNE~:~: MATF:l X' 
c 
r•O ~(' NEL•l, NE 
JsNE.L 




c ELA~.~; F'LAtES THE s.1 lFFl'-'E'!:';: M.:.TRH C•F ELEHEfJT NEL 1tv THF T(•TAL 
C STIFFNESS MATRIX 
(. 
20 CALL ELAS~<NEL,CON,Tt ,ELST> 
RE TURI" 
El"J[t 
SU&POU1INE EL~S~ <N~L-CON,TM.ELMAT> 
c 
C. f·F·(1(,RAM 3C1 
c 
c THI s F·Rn1:,RAM $TORE~: Tr.E E:....EMEfJT M~1~·r '( FCIF·: ELEMEt;-r t·EL H.1 






CO 11'1C1r-: N~1'1Y, Nl t-: , t•!:r~EL, NtJ~ NE, tK.!'J, NBr~- NftF', N~~E", f,!. M·: .• ltJ. F·· C • ,-,, N:..E 
DlMEN~lON CONC1),TMC200,30>,ELMATC6.~> 
= ·uF·F·E 'T ELE,..1Et 'T NUl"iEER 
NUMBER OF STARl N~DE 
11: NUMBER OF END NOD£. 
L 111:Nt JE « < NEL-1 ) 
I•O 50 Icl, NNE 
LZ-=Ll+I 
Nl•C:OtHL2) 
I 1 s:Nt•F * < I -1 > 
-,.ll cf·-ltlF• <Nl-1) 
[10 50 -.J• J , N!\IE 
L2•L1+.J 
N2cC:ON C L2 > 
I 2•NrtF * C J-1 > 
"'t~s:N[tF • C N~-1 > 
t•O 50 Ks 1 , NI•F' 
•. : l • 1 
JF <rJl-tJ,,::>:"(t, J(J, ~() 
(. 




C ~.TQF:E AN Of'.F [IJ AC;ONAL SUBMATRIX 
c 
c 
2(1 .. 'f<•1.o•J+t ~ 
l ( •1.ol~-t.:F<•1 
t'Ja.ll·H: 
GC• TO 4<1 
C STORE THE TRANSF'Ct~:E CIF AtJ (IF"F t•lAGCHJAL MATRJ X 
c 
3(1 f'Ra._1::-•• : 
IC•1.oll- .R•l 
t :2c l:--+t.: 
4 (> t•O Ci (• L •t: I, f\~ [tF 
t'C:clC+L 
l~CN1-N~ :~5 ~5,46 
45 .. ~ 1:.,. L 
c .. ei i o ~o 
4 6 flcll•L 
~o Tl"": l t ~f\ ,t c) •Tf"i WR' ~ : i:· ) +EL MAT ( n ' .... ~) 
·ETUF'N 
f:N[I 
~. l_l~t\ C•LIT Ir"E SLE·: . J <A . B. D, N, MO:: , N r, ~)' > 
C PR1X·RAM 1 ~ 
c 
c c.ciLUTIQtJ CIF LirJEAR ~.v~.TEM CiF £QLtPTICiN:: 
C BY THE (,HLt·::-s. ELlMINAlIOrJ METH0[1,FOR 
C SYMMETRIC BANDED SYSTEMS 
c 








ARRAY CONTAINING THE UPPER T~IANGULAR 
PART OF THE SYSTEM M~TRIX, STORED 
ACCORt•lNO TO THE SYMMETRIC fcANDEt• 
SCHEME 
OR I c~ I NALLY l T C:ONTA I NS THE I NDEF·ENDENT 
COEFFICIEN1S. AFTER SCtLL'TIOt~ IT C:Ctf~TAJNS 
THE VALUES: (IF THE E:YS TEM LtNt:NOWNS. 
C N 1 ACTUAL NUMBER OF L~VNOWNS 
C N & ACTUAL NUMBER OF UN~NOWNS 
C MS: ACTUAL HALF BANDWIDTH 
C NXs ROW DIMENSION OF A AND B 




2(u) f. 0 : ) & E Ct > -A W, t<:: H E: < J > 
30(1 f\E1 IJF-:!J 
rrm 
SUB~O~TINE ~TA~3(A,B,V,N NX> 
C PROGRAM 9 
77 
C THIS PR)G~AM COMPUTE~ THE M~TRIX 
C CtF·ERAT l ON ~ c TF·ANc.F·(l~:r < B > ~ A * Ef, 
C: WHEF-:E A A"~!t F ~F·E ~. 1JLIARE MATF: l CE:; 
C N 1 ACTUAL ORDER OF A AND ~ 
c NX: RCtW Ar •rr c (•LUMN DI MEt.l';:} (IN OF A Atm E' 
( 
C. V 1 AUX 1 LI Ar: VEC-TCtR 
c 
c 
C COMPUTE A • B AN~ STORE IN A 
c 
[llJ J 0 I a 1 , N 
r•::• !'· ,..Js 1 , N 
V (._I } (J. 
I i.: 1 ~. t s l • N 
~ v l _, ) s: v ( ._I ) ... ~ •  I , 1-. ) .. E< \ t . , _, ) 
[1(1 1 (1 '-t::. J • N 
10 A < l , ._1 > sV C \,.t > 
C C-CIMF'1JTE H.r=. . J~.F'(l-.E«E: > • A .;tm ~·TOF:E IN A 
c 
[1(1 :·(1 '-Ir l , N 
r•c• 1 ~ Is i , N 
v ( ! } a.(. 
DC• l ... • t • 1, N 
1 ~ C 1 > • \.' ( 1 ) + P i I : • l Hr!:\ < I ' \,.I ) 
[10 :'.?(> l • 1 , N 




END OF FILE 
?'? 
APPENDIX III 
INPUT AND OUTPtrr RESULTS OF FIRST-ORDER AND 
THREE CYCLES OF SECDND-ORDER ANALYSIS 
FOR EXAMPLE 1 
JrJTERNAL [•ATA 
NLIHE<ER CtF N.:tr1E ~. 
N '_!~BER C•t ELE'1ErJT~. 
Nl_IME'ER cir LCl'-.t:f [1 ,C,~·E~. : 
NUMB[ R OF ~:uF· F•(I; . T r.1c1r1~ s; I 
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 1 
NUMBER OF LOADED ELEMENTS: 
NODAL COO~DlN~TES 
NODE X 
l o. (1( 0(• 
2 o. (1 1()(1 
~: ~. ( . oc10~ 
v 
(I. (1(1(1 ,_t 
120. OO(ICt 
1. :·(1. C>OOO 
4 180 .0000 1~0.0000 
~ lB0.0000 -1~0.0000 
29(>0(J. 
(1 
.E lE:'NT CONt 1!:C T h.'!T '1 Atm F· ~:C1F·EP:.i !£";: 
79 
ELEMEl\IT : T ~:,·; NC•t•c E ·:1 r~ ::t•E' A~:EC. 
NOt1.;L 




















4 ~· . 174 1) :'~ 








< C>: F'RE;:CR l E!Er•, 11 FREE'> 
LI v RZ 
0 0 0 
0 0 (> 
7. ~~: ?.•)(• 
7. :.:~.~:(>(: 
7. 2 ;::;;),) 
f'RE~;C.R I E<Ett VALLIE~· 
u v 
O. O(>(•(l (>. (l(ll)(> 
0.0000 (). (t(J(I<) 
•••~*•***~•••••*************•*••••*********••••~**************•••••••••i< 
RESULTS 










-. 01 ~~:.4 










~ E·. ~~.~ :(,E: '=: -. (1,::14 ;!i:, • ( 14 ~:4 ~:t: 
:; (\. (•(11)(1(11) C•. (l(100Cti) (t. (J(•,)(•00 
NCrt•AL REACT ION~· 
N•:1t1E f'X f'V MZ 
1 -:- .. r. l <::797 11. 7774~18 357. 91 ~:~1t.1 
'""1 
" 
~ •• (l•:'')':>(l ... , 
-. 0(>0000 - • (H)0(1(>(t 
3 • (1( (1(>0(1 - ZO. ()(U)0(>(1 - • ()(t(>(I(>(> 
4 • (1(1(t(1(J1) - • (1(>(•00(> ~ (>(11)(1(>0 
r 
.....  -2. !.E:1)2(1;: e:.22~50=· :·11 • c.5~98·) 
MEMPEF\ FC•f: CEC. 
MEMBER NOr•E t: )( t'\'' MZ 
2 1 11.i'7i5 2.4198 357.<?14(> 
''I 
-lJ.7775 -Z.419~: -~·'. s;:~:: ;: • 
2 2 ~. ~~:o~ l l. 777r;,,. ~ 7 • !-~ E: :·: 
;: 
.. :: • !-~:02 -i J. 7775 ~.;: •:.·. 11 u 
.... 
-. ~. ~.e:oz -E:. :-225 -t.~:~1 • 1 J 11:· .;:. ..:> 
4 -2.!iS02 e ~,-: ..... ,_c ............ ·' ~:;47. ~.-;:~·7 
4 4 e:. :·.::~r. :: • 5E:C>Z ~4 7 • ~ •. ~::~:/ 
5 -~: . :· :::~. - ::: • ~~!~)~ ;:7 J • ·~·~·:)(' 
•••••4• <~········· ······~~···••t••··········••****•·~~~·····~~+«•~·~~ i · 
•••••.• ···~·-••t•••·~····~··············••«•••*•••••*•··~··~9~.~~·~~~ 
F:EC:LIL rs. 
tKt•AL ! •1 s.F·LAC EMEfJl~. 
NCir1E u v f,:Z 
l (1. (11,,HX>t) (1 (1. 0(' 1)000 o. (>00(>0•) 
2 1. o. 765t:.17 - • C>14734 -:-. 13E:1s~. 
3 10. 76:·~87 -~ .• 409~2~ -. (•41€34 
4 1c1. 7c.<i726 -.022619 • (•'169$"(1 
~ o. 0(1(1(1(10 0. 0(•00(>(1 C•. OC>OOt:•O 
NODAL REACTIONS 
NC1ttE f'X f'V M1 
1 -z. 49E:9c·6 l 1 • 30::02~: .Q 3~:. ~809~!4 
2 5. (l t·1i:1000 - • OC10001) (1. 001)(1(; ) 
3 • 0(•00(10 -20. (10(!00(> - • 000(>(•0 
4 .OOCIC>OO -.000000 0.000000 
5 -2.~010~4 E:.697972 ~11.400794 
MEMBER FORC:ES 
MEMBEF\ NOI.•E FX FV t1Z 
1 1 2J .3020 2.4990 4~:E:. $C:C•~· 
2 -11. 3020 -2.4990 -12. 71~(1 
?7 
81 
~ ~ :·.~om 1 1. 3i:,:1 0 11. 71 ;:(> • 
3 -:-. 5C>H> -J 1. 302(1 ~.e::·. ~(1E:~. 
3 ~ :>.5010 -s. ~.s·~:c• -~.€::·. 90Bt . . 
4 -~. 5t)J 0 S. l.i;"1E:(1 -':;:77. ~:·74 
4 4 E;. 6~'80 2. 5(•1 C> '3i?. ~=·74 
~ -f:. t.9E:C> -=:. !t(> l (t :;: l 1 • 4 (•C>E: 
····················~··············~··~·*~···········*·····~·*····~**••· ····~ ···············*·················*••*••••*·····~··················· 
RESULTS 
NODA L DI ~PLACEMENTS 
Nl•~•E 
l 










(l. (t(l f )(1 · ' .' 
H1 .. 1::c.374 
l (I. 7~:47~. ;:; 
l (>. 73l ~·4 •) 
o. (1(1 ( 1( 1 )(> 
5. :) (1(11)1)( : 
• o ·1(1( 1(1(• 
• (1 ( >(>(10( 1 













-~ .• 4(i2 :.:· J 
- • (l~.2-!·4(' 
(1. 00(1(1(1(1 
F'Y 
11. 81 ~.~:51 
- • (\()( 1:)(l(l 
-zo. 00(>0(10 
- • 00:)(>(11) 












-. l ~:7~:' C>E: 






























JJ •)r•AL [1 I ~: f' ·LAC·£ MEtJTS 
Nr:•rrE LI 
1 









( 1. (1(1(1(>(H) 
1 C>. 7 ~~E:9(1 
J (1. 734~7~: 
1(•. 7~: ] (>~.~ 
(1. (>(11:1CJ(lr) 
f')( 
5. O(H)(l( li·1 
• (•(t(t(ll)(> 











-c .. 4(1(•~7(• 
- • c12~·t.41 
(1. 00(t(J(U) 
PY 
11. 31 t.45S:: 
- • O•)a)C1C>O 
-2(•. 0(•00(•(1 









:=:. t.e:.:: ~. 
,;:z 
o. (•(>(l(l(lf) 
- • 1 :::1e:r:·~: 
-. (141 E:::-;:· 
• (tJ; 7(l(:t) 
(J • (H)(•(>(U) 
,.,z 




~:1 O. H·~·~.7~ 
FY 
~·.5~?9 
... ;,: • ~ . .=:7 ·~ 
11. ~:H.!t 
- J J. ~165 
E:. c-~:3~. 
z.~"'.'ZJ 
-: • .Q7~1 
1'1Z 
4;:7. (:.?~12 
-J :·. 7c;,(1;1 
c·~= J. 9<::14 
-t.=:: 1 • ~::: l 4 
-~.t~ •• ~:.)E.-;: 
~·7~ •• ~:·)~: ';: 
··········+~ ~· ~*································~~·~····*•*••·····~··· 
--ECrR--
--Eor--
E 1t• C•F Fl LE 
?r 
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